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the surface. Evidently, therefore, in such cases, cyclones and anticyclones in the troposphere extend, also, well up into the stratosphere. This observed approximate equality of pressure changes, at widely different levels, implies, also, certain temperature relations. From the equation
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in which pQ and p are the pressures at the surface and height A, respectively, and Tm the mean absolute (virtual) temperature of the air between these levels, it appears that, if Tm is constant,
That is, at the height of 9 kilometers, where the pressure is less than one-third that at the surface, the change in pressure should also be less than one-third the surface change, and not, as Dines found, substantially the same. If Tm also changes, then
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Hence the change of pressure at the base of the stratosphere can equal (as often is the case) that at the surface only when the mean temperature of the troposphere below changes sufficiently in the same sense. Evidently, however, a change of pressure at the surface is not, necessarily, accompanied by any change at the base of the stratosphere, provided the temperature of the troposphere is altered in the opposite sense. But while changes of pressure can occur at the surface without changes in the stratosphere, they evidently are very exceptional.
The cyclones and anticyclones, therefore, that must occur in the stratosphere, presumably occur, in large measure at least, as extensions of those in the troposphere. However, it seems likely that some occur there independently, or rather, start there, since, as just explained, a change of pressure in the stratosphere all but certainly will lead to a decidedly greater change of the same sign at the surface of the earth. It may be, therefore, that many a breach in the dynamical wall between warm and cold winds is made — many a surface cyclone initiated — by some change of pressure begun in the stratosphere. Perhaps slight pressure changes, initiated in the upper atmosphere, may also account for those surface changes, occasionally decided, and even extensive surges, for which one cannot find an adequate cause — that just "drop from the blue/7 as we say.
Changes in the atmospheric pressure, at any place on the surface of the earth, obviously are due, almost wholly, to corresponding variations in the mass of air in a vertical column above that place. Hence investigations of the processes in the free air that lead to such local changes of

